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St. Francis College for Women, established in 1959. was founded by the Sisters of Charity,

forthe holistic education and empowerment of women. The college is housed in an impressive

campus spread over 8 acres in the heart of the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

Having being conferred autonomy in the year1988, the college has proved to be a trend

setterin academic development growing into a prestigious institution offering an array of UG

and PG courses catering to the needs of the academia and industry. The college was

accredited with 5 stars by NAAC in 1999, and re-accredited as the "A 'level in 2006 and

2012. The college is also the recipient of the status College with Potential for Excellence

(CPE). ' The college has pioneered the implementation of the Choice Bascd Semester System

(CBCS), enabling an interdisciplinary approach as envisioned by the UGC



The Department of Management Studies was launched in the Golden Jubilee year of the

college, 2008-2009, with the introduction of the under-graduate management course, BMS

(Bachelor of Management Studies). Adopting a student centric approach, the course focuses

on developing effective women managers and entreprencurs. 

ARISTA, the student club of the Department of Management Studies of St. Francis College

for Women, was established in the year 2007. The club was initiated to move a step beyond

academic lcarning and to provide exposure to students to navigate their way through

challenges in the corporate world and emerge successful managers and entrepreneurs.

"Crescentia" started in the year 2008. The national fest is a platform which brings

togetherthe finest minds from the best colleges in the country to compete, experience and

witness a great amount of fun, learning and memories to cherish throughout



CRESCENTIACRESCENTIACRESCENTIA
IMPLICITUS- What is your vision of reality?

 22nd and 23rd March, 2022



We are living in an age of exponentially, accelerating, compounding change

that bombards us everyday with volatility, uncertainty, complexity,

ambiguity, fear, anxiety and

distrust. And there is a name for this phenomenon - VUCA.

But, VUCA is not just the problem, but also the solution. It takes one

through a journey to discover the answers to the potential outcomes out

there, to bring out the best from even the worst of scenarios, and to help

one overcome the overwhelming VUCA of the world for a better today and

an even better tomorrow. So are you ready to discover what your vision of

reality is?
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 Best Manager

Difficult times often bring about an array of emotions in the form

of volatility and ambiguity. To rise above these situations, one

must be resilient, clever and one step ahead of adversity at all

times.

This is the place for you to channel your intellect into overcoming

complex problems using innovative methods and explore your

inner Manager.

To emerge a winner is no easy feat, but neither is it impossible. All

these quests test our endurance and will. And to overcome this, is

true Victorem.
1 Participant

Hrithika- +91 99518 88044



Human Resources

Protecting an organisation from issues that may arise within the

workforce, maximising the productivity of employees and

maintaining a positive reputation of the company are no ordinary

challenges. A true leader will be the one who will not hide behind

anything in times of volatility, uncertainty, complexity and

ambiguity.

Stratigiki is the ideal opportunity to hone your problem solving

skills and to play the role of a Human resources executive. Bring in

your capacity to stay calm under stressful situations, it's time to

show your uniqueness!
2 Participants

Udita- +91 80080 55673



Finance

A penny saved is a penny earned, but a penny will only be worth

plenty when one is acquainted with knowledge about investments as

one part of the bundle. VUCA is a practical code of awareness and

readiness for many businesses across the world. Beyond the simple

acronym is a body of knowledge that deals with learning models,

anticipation, evolution and intervention.                

Nettowert allows one to think out of the box and forces them to look

at perspectives they might never have before. It is time for you to

put your theoretical knowledge into practice.   

Scan the market using your wit. Survive the real time financial crisis

and rise like a Phoenix!                              

Find and establish your worth in the world of finance by joining

together with Nettowert.

2 Participants

Pavitra- +91 81878 28348



Marketing

Marketing is a dynamic landscape, it unquestionably highlights

VUCA components in the most prominent yet perplexing ways. In

the last few years, the way companies serve, promote, and

communicate with customers has fundamentally changed,

resulting in either an uncertain response to risky commercials or

complete ennui to marketing that has played it safe.                                  

Incerto is a series of events that are Inspired by today’s world,

where marketing is incredibly sensitive. The events are specifically

designed to toy with your mind while simultaneously bringing out

your inner marketer. We boast events that combine wit, creativity

and unwavering focus that aims to determine whether or not your

abilities will triumph over the VUCA world.

2 Participants

Nishaaz- +91 97037 48877



Entrepreneurship
Development

“AVONTURA” will confront you with a range of possible futures.

The thought-provoking and equally challenging rounds are

designed to confront you with VUCA dynamics which require

persistent sensing, assessing, reflecting, sense-making and

monitoring of the external and internal environment and will

demand a high level of awareness, creativity, as well as capabilities

of observation and reflection to bring out novel ways of

interpreting a situation .

Will you allow the VUCA of the world to manage, overload and

overwhelm you, or will you accept it and mitigate its effects?
2 Participants

Anushka- +91 91005 49190



Business Quiz

Showcase your grey cells to the best of your ability as Crescentia is

back again with its quiz, Celeritas. Far from classroom rote, this

quiz is all about testing your speed and accuracy, and theives you

to recollect the business acumen you possess.

Knowledge is power. And power comes with speed. Be it the

creatively conceived metaphors in economics or the infamous trivia

behind the logos of prominent conglomerates, if you think you

know it all and much more,  we really, really want to know if you

do. Come experience Celeritas, the Business Quiz at Crescentia to

showcase you power like never before. Accelerate your abilities

and learn to acquire knowledge in this portfolio. Get ready for a

roller coaster ride into the intense world of quizzing!

2 Participants

Tanisha- +91 9246271499

 



Group Task

Talent wins games, but teamwork and strategic choices win

championships. Time bears witness that facing challenges becomes

easier when you’re a part of a team. The strength of the team is

each individual member, and the strength of each member is the

team. It’s time to come together with the best of the team, and

emerge as the best team. 

Sometimes, being a group is simply not enough. True excellence is

the product of synergy. Will your team bring out the best in each

other, or will too many cooks spoil the broth? Let’s find out

whether it’s the team with the best players or the players with the

best team that emerge victorious.

All 11 Members of a Contingent

 





Registrations are open from 15th to 17th March on a first-come first-serve basis for Rs. 300. Late

registations are open from 18th to 19th March for Rs. 350. 

You can register using this link : https://forms.gle/4JG15wZp2vdTZ7Ac8

Steps for making payment: 

Acc. Holder Name: ST FRANCIS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN - BMS AVISTA A/C 

Acc. No.: 1626101019907 

Bank Name: CANARA BANK 

Branch: HYDERABAD KUNDANBAGH IFSC: CNRB0001626 

*Please note that it is AVISTA and not Arista. 

Once the transaction is completed successfully, please take a screenshot of the transaction

confirmation and fill out the registration form. All the contestants' contact numbers must also be

WhatsApp numbers for them to receive updates. We look forward to hosting you at Crescentia 2022!

https://forms.gle/4JG15wZp2vdTZ7Ac8


1. Participants must be dressed in business formals for all events. 

2. Participants should have access to stable internet connection and a laptop/ desktop with a

working microphone and webcam. 

3. Participants should be seated in a well-lit and quiet environment. 

4. Participants must have their video on wheneverrequired by the portfolio coordinators. 

5. Participants must be present on time for all the events. 

6. Participants must use formal English to communicate and must abstain from using offensive and

inappropriate language. 

7. Participants mustrefrain from reaching out to the portfolio coordinators in a personal capacity. 

8. The scoring system is impartial and decisions made by the judges and the portfolio heads will be

final and binding. 

* The management reserves the right to disqualify any team and/or contingent at any point during

the course of the fest if they are found in violation of the above rules.



ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD

  REGISTER NOWREGISTER NOW

Priya - +91 9075019973 Tejaswi - +91 7075823790

Follow Arista on 

bms_arista 

bms.arista2022@gmail.com

Click here to register

https://www.instagram.com/bms_arista/
https://www.instagram.com/bms_arista/
https://forms.gle/4JG15wZp2vdTZ7Ac8

